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Abstract

As online content continues to grow, so does the spread of
online hate, especially on social media. Most research ef-
forts conducted on the task of bullying participant role iden-
tification are directed towards social networks such as Twit-
ter and Instagram. However, private instant messaging plat-
forms and channels were pinpointed in recent studies as the
most prominent grounds for cyberbullying, especially among
teens. Since data collection from major social media plat-
forms is strictly limited, very few studies have investigated
this task in a multi-party setting. However, the recent release
of resources mimicking online aggression situations that may
occur among teens on private instant messaging platforms
contributes to filling this gap. In this study, we introduce a
full pipeline aiming at automating the identification of bully-
ing participant roles (bully and victim) in multi-party chats.
Leveraging pre-trained language models and different learn-
ing frameworks, we perform hateful content classification of
exchanged messages according to a binary scheme (online
hate or no online hate). Then, - from these bullying traces -
bullying behavioural cues (repetition and intention to harm)
are derived and formalised into a role scoring function. As
a result, the proposed pipeline identifies the bully and the
victim among chat participants. Evaluated against state-of-
the-art methods, the proposed pipeline achieves better per-
formances considering all the datasets and roles to predict.
In addition, the error analysis confirms that deriving bullying
behavioural cues is beneficial to the task of participant role
identification.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, people increasingly use social media platforms,
not only as their main source of information but also as
a means to post content, sharing their feelings and opin-
ions. However, such environment is raising concerns as there
are more and more episodes of online hate and harassment
on these platforms. Online hate (OH hereafter) is defined
by Salminen et al. (2020) as “comments using language
that contain either hate speech targeted toward individuals
or groups, profanity, offensive language, or toxicity” – in
other words, comments that are rude, disrespectful, and can
result in negative online and offline consequences for the
individual, community, and society at large. Over the past
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years, the NLP community has introduced a plethora of the-
ories, methodologies, taxonomies and real-world applica-
tions aiming at preventing and curbing this phenomenon.
Recently, several important surveys have been published
summarising research efforts conducted to address the task
of online hate detection (OHD hereafter) (Jahan and Ous-
salah, 2021; Yin and Zubiaga, 2021; Chinivar et al., 2023).
OHD encompasses various sub-tasks including the classifi-
cation of hateful content (e.g. distinguishing hate and non-
hate speech, identifying hate targets or detecting types of
hate) and more recently the task of participant role iden-
tification (PRI hereafter). Concerning the latest, PRI con-
sists in identifying the different participant roles of involve-
ment in the context of cyberbullying episodes (Ratnayaka et
al., 2020), i.e., bully, victim, bystander, assistant, defender,
inter alia. Currently, most research efforts conducted on
this task are directed toward social networks such as Twit-
ter and Instagram. However, private instant messaging plat-
forms and channels have recently been pinpointed as one of
the main platforms used to perpetrate bullying, especially
among teens (Bedrosova et al., 2022). Due to social media
privacy policies, very few studies have investigated the task
of PRI in multi-party chats.

In this paper, we propose to contribute to filling this gap
by introducing a pipeline aiming at automating the identifi-
cation of participant roles in cyberbullying episodes occur-
ring on multi-party chats, i.e., bully and victim. The pro-
posed pipeline consists of two main tasks: (1) the identifi-
cation of hateful content on exchanged messages, and (2)
the assignation of a bullying role to chat participants. In de-
tail, leveraging state-of-the-art pre-trained language models
and different learning settings (mono-lingual, cross-lingual,
few and zero shot learning) we perform hateful content clas-
sification distinguishing the presence or absence of OH in
chat participants’ contributions. Then, learning from these
bullying traces we derive bullying behavioural cues allow-
ing to distinguish bullies from victims among chat partic-
ipants, i.e., repetition and intention to harm. The contribu-
tion of this work is twofold: (1) it introduces a full pipeline
portable to multiple languages, and (2) it formalises bully-
ing behavioural cues to reinforce OHD tasks. Evaluations
of each task were conducted on both French and Italian us-
ing two datasets mimicking cyber aggression situations on
private instant messaging platforms (Sprugnoli et al., 2018;



Ollagnier et al., 2022). Concerning the task (1), fine-tuned
models relying on the augmented cross-lingual learning
framework (models trained using both the French and Italian
data) reach the best balance on both languages. Supported
by post-hoc explanations, this learning setting demonstrates
better robustness in facing different types of aggression and
verbal abuse unlike zero and few-shot settings. Concerning
the task (2), deriving bullying behavioural cues related to
concepts of aggressive behaviours and from cyberbullying
criteria (repetition and intention to harm) contributes in con-
trasting aggressive behaviours between bullies and victims.
NOTE: This paper contains examples of language which
may be offensive to some readers. They do not represent the
views of the authors.

Related work
Over the past few years, numerous studies about role de-
tection on social platforms aiming at identifying malicious
users in the context of cyberbullying episodes have been pro-
posed (Rosa et al., 2019; Salawu, He, and Lumsden, 2020;
Kim et al., 2021). Among them, we have observed the preva-
lence of methodologies dedicated to social networks such as
Twitter and Instagram. Many of them introduce various met-
rics exploiting user- (e.g., age, gender, location) (Chatzakou
et al., 2017b; Tahmasbi and Rastegari, 2018; Balakrishnan
et al., 2019) and social network-based features (e.g., number
of followers, network centrality) (Chatzakou et al., 2017a;
Kao et al., 2019). While reported performance of these
approaches suggest that network-based features benefit in
understanding participant roles of involvement in bullying
episodes, their coverage is limited to social media channels
exploiting a such structure and dynamic. To overcome this
limitation, other studies have built beyond existing works to
other social media including online forums (e.g. Reddit) and
question asking and answering services (e.g. ASKfm). In
this context, most of the proposed approaches have applied
machine learning techniques using linguistic-based features
ranging from shallow (surface form of the post) to deep-
level (theoretical and descriptive linguistic analysis) as well
as sentiment analysis (Kim et al., 2021). Among them, Rat-
nayaka et al. (2020) propose multiple role modelling relying
on the pre-trained language model BERT aiming at distin-
guishing posts written by harasser/bystander assistant and
victim/bystander defender. Recently, Jacobs, Hee, and Hoste
(2022) investigate both supervised and ensemble learning
relying on various pre-trained language models (RoBERTa,
XLNet, BERTje, RobBERT) to build a multiclass classifier
performing fine-grained role classification.
Concerning available resources, most of the proposed stud-
ies rely on “easy to access” data (Facebook, YouTube or
Instagram) annotated using binary schemes (e.g. content or
behaviours categories as abusive or not abusive) (Milosevic,
Van Royen, and Davis, 2022). Whilst Van Hee et al. (2015)
introduce fine-grained annotation guidelines to improve cy-
berbullying detection, few datasets were released using a
more nuanced description of the type of abuse involved, or
the severity of the case; or roles played by those involved.
Concerning the latest, only Xu et al. (2012) and Jacobs, Hee,
and Hoste (2022) use publicly available datasets providing

fine-grained role labelling. Recently, two datasets collected
through role-playing games aiming at mimicking cyber ag-
gression situations on private instant messaging platforms
in French and Italian were released (Sprugnoli et al., 2018;
Ollagnier et al., 2022). These datasets provide a multi-level
annotation scheme including the different participant roles,
i.e., bullies, victims and bystanders.
Currently, methods addressing the task of PRI occurring on
instant messaging platforms is only reported in Ollagnier
et al. (2023). In this work, a pipeline aiming at predict-
ing a unique role to chat participants is introduced. Despite
promising results, this task remains challenging due to the
ambivalence in the use of OH among participants (Haddock
and Jimerson, 2017). Indeed, OH can be used with differ-
ent intentions considering the role of participants in bully-
ing episodes; it can be used as a means to cause harm (ha-
rassers), to defend (victims), to encourage (bystanders), and
so on. In response to this limitation, we propose to explore
OHD methods coupled to a scoring function relying on be-
havioural cues (i.e., repetition and intention to harm) to per-
form PRI in multi-party setting. As reported in Ollagnier et
al. (2022), behavioural cues from OH usage emerge from
statistical evidences; thus, we believe they can contribute to
better understand different bullying roles. In addition, a re-
cent study has proven the positive impact of including psy-
chological features to perform PRI (Kao et al., 2019).

Participant Role Identification Pipeline
The proposed pipeline consists of two main tasks: (1) detect-
ing OH in exchanged messages, and (2) assigning a unique
role to chat participants. They are detailed below.

Online Hate Detection
OHD is mainly considered as a text classification prob-
lem (e.g. distinguishing hate and non-hate speech, identi-
fying hate targets or detecting types of hate). The com-
prehensive survey conducted in Jahan and Oussalah (2021)
reports a plethora of methods aiming at addressing this
task, including dictionary look up, bag-of-words and word
embeddings. Among existing methods, pre-trained models
based on Transformer mechanism have allowed for signif-
icant breakthroughs in most of the NLP tasks including
OHD (Mozafari, Farahbakhsh, and Crespi, 2019; Gokhale et
al., 2022). However, dealing with conversational data, espe-
cially in a multi-party setting, these methods have not been
much investigated so far. As a part of this work, we explore
state-of-the-art pre-trained models to perform OHD on ex-
changed messages according to a binary scheme (online hate
or no online hate). Here, both mono and multi-lingual mod-
els are assessed using different learning settings. The lack of
models and labelled corpora to address OHD in multi-party
setting led us to investigate mono and multi-lingual learning
as well as zero-shot, few-shot and cross-lingual frameworks.
The proposed settings are both evaluated on the French and
the Italian datasets, respectively introduced in Ollagnier et
al. (2022) and Sprugnoli et al. (2018).

The investigated learning settings are: 1) zero-shot, cross-
lingual, i.e., training on one language and testing on unseen



languages; 2) mono-lingual, i.e., training and testing on the
same language; 3) few-shot, cross-lingual, i.e., training on
one language and a small percentage of samples from the
test language and testing on the test language; 4) augmented
cross-lingual, i.e., training on several languages and testing
on a language included in the training. In detail, as multi-
lingual models the XLM Roberta base model from Conneau
et al. (2020) (XLM-Base) and multilingual BERT base (De-
vlin et al., 2019) (mBERT) are used. As mono-lingual mod-
els we use respectively for French and Italian CamemBERT
base (Martin et al., 2020) and ITA-Base 1. In addition, we
use the mono-lingual version of DeHateBert (Aluru et al.,
2020).

Participant Role Assignment
There is extensive research on understanding individual be-
haviours and interactions during cyberbullying in various
fields, such as psychology and sociology. Some scholars
have focused on conceptualising cyberbullying against other
hurtful online peer behaviours, while other studies have in-
vestigated practices regarding the role of involvement in bul-
lying episodes. Patchin and Hinduja (2015) have defined cy-
berbullying criteria identifying repetition, intent, harm and
imbalance of power as the core elements of bullying and cy-
berbullying. In Volk, Andrews, and Dane (2022), subcate-
gories of aggressive behaviours are pinpointed as common
means used regarding participant roles in bullying episodes;
while proactive aggression (instrumental and planned ag-
gression) is significantly related to bullies’ practices reactive
aggression (reactions after provocation) tends to be associ-
ated with victim behaviours.

At this step, we have leveraged these different findings to
establish a role scoring function aiming at identifying bullies
and victims in multi-party chats. Unlike the work presented
in Ollagnier et al. (2023) which derives cues from a PRI clas-
sifier, the proposed scoring function relies on behavioural
cues based on bullying traces identified using the aforemen-
tioned OHD classification strategies. Combining concepts
from subcategories of aggressive behaviours and from cy-
berbullying criteria, we establish two measurements aiming
at distinguishing bullies from victims among chat partici-
pants. Considering individual behaviours and interactions in
chats, measures are defined as follows:
• repetition: the more hurtful comments are attributed to a

participant, the more it is considered as being proactive.
Here, all exchanged messages in a chat are considered,
which allows contrasting with participants reacting after
provocation (reactive aggression). An individual ratio is
computed for each participant, a high ratio being associ-
ated with bully behavioural cues. Conversely, a low one
corresponds to victim behaviours experiencing bullying.

• intention to harm: intent and harm criteria are combined to
reflect the will to cause harm. Focusing on individual in-
teractions, exchanged messages containing OH and those
having any are counted and compared for each partici-
pant. The more the interactions of a participant consist of
1https://huggingface.co/dbmdz/

bert-base-italian-cased

hurtful comments, the more it tends to be the bully. A ratio
is computed for each participant corresponding to the bal-
ance between passive and aggressive behaviours unveiling
the intention to harm peers.
Formally, for a conversation c let U be a set of users, L

the set of labels between [0, 1] and S the set of all messages
posted in c. We define the following functions:
• speech acts : U → 2S which represents the whole mes-

sages posted by the user U .
• D : S → [0, 1]L which assigns for all users u ∈ U and a

sentence s ∈ S a vector of probabilities.
• Clf : [0, 1]L → L the function assigning a label to

each vector. In this context, we consider argmax to find
the label with the largest predicted probability, named
Pam(m, l) for a pair of message and label.
Behavioural cues are computed as follows:

u ∈ U, repetition(u) =
|{s ∈ S : Clf(D(s)) == 1, s ∈ speech acts(u)}|∑

u∈U

|speech acts(u)|

(1)

u ∈ U, intention(u) =
|{s ∈ S : Clf(D(s)) == 1, s ∈ speech acts(u)}|

|speech acts(u)|
(2)

Then, the metric Role scoring : U → [0, 1] such that, for
all u ∈ U :

Role scoring(u) =
repetition(u) + intention(u)

2

For a conversation c, a user u getting the largest
Role scoring is identified as the bully, while the user u hav-
ing the lowest one as the victim.

Data
To evaluate the proposed pipeline on both tasks of OHD and
PRI, we use two datasets in French and Italian respectively
introduced in Ollagnier et al. (2022) and Sprugnoli et al.
(2018). These two datasets contain conversations collected
through role-playing games aiming at mimicking cyber ag-
gression situations on private instant messaging platforms.
Both of them consist of conversations manually annotated
using a multi-level annotation scheme. Table 1 presents a
sample of a conversation extracted from the French dataset.

French This resource, named CyberAgressionAdo-v1
dataset2, is composed of 19 conversations including 4 ad-
dressing the topic of homophobia, 7 the topic of obesity, 3
the topic of religion and 6 about ethnicity. The conversations
provide annotations such as the participant roles, the pres-
ence of hate speech, the type of verbal abuse present in the
message, and whether utterances use different humour figu-
rative devices (e.g., sarcasm or irony). To evaluate the task of
OHD, we have transposed the annotations corresponding to
the different types of verbal abuse into a binary scheme (on-
line hate or no online hate), i.e., exchanged messages con-
taining any type of verbal abuse are considered hateful while

2https://github.com/aollagnier/
CyberAgressionAdo-v1
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conversation translation role
- tg jules
- jules ftg
- ok pour le pont
- vazy jette toi connard
- nan nan tinquiète brice pas de prob
- je vous mange tous
- brice jette toi
- Brice bien jouer pour ton role lorsque tu as fait la boule dans

indiana jones
- nan c’est fort boyard
- oe on sait que tu mange beacoup
- vous ete pas genti.

- shut up jules
- Jules shut up
- ok for the bridge
- go jump off asshole
- nah nah don’t worry brice no prob
- I eat all of you
- brice jump off
- Brice well done for your role of the ball in

indiana jones
- nah it’s fort boyard
- yeah we all know that you eat a lot
- you are not nice.

bully
bully support
victim support
bully
conciliator
victim
bully
bully support

conciliator
bully
victim

Table 1: An excerpt from a cyberbullying episode about obesity extract from the CyberAgressionAdo-v1

the others are annotated as non-hateful. Concerning the task
of bullying participant role detection, performances are as-
sessed using the provided labels corresponding to the partic-
ipant roles, i.e., bully, victim, bystander-assistant, bystander-
defender and conciliator.

Italian This dataset, hereinafter referred to
CyberViolenzaAdo-v13, consists of 10 conversations
including 4 about gendered division of sport practices
and 2 conversations per cyber aggression situations ad-
dressing the topics of interference in others’ businesses,
lack of independence, parental intromission and web
virality. The provided annotation layers correspond to: (i)
the cyberbullying role of the message’s author; (ii) the
cyberbullying type of the expression; (iii) the presence
of sarcasm in the expression; (iv) whether the expression
containing insults is not really offensive but a joke. As
carried out for the CyberAgressionAdo-v1 dataset, we have
transposed the annotation corresponding to the layer (ii)
(i.e., bullying entity) into a binary scheme distinguishing
the presence or absence of OH. Here, the labels Threat
or blackmail, General Insult, Body Shame,
Sexism, Racism, Curse or Exclusion, Insult
Attacking Relatives, Defamation and Sexual
Harassment are considered hateful while the others are
annotated as non-hateful. To evaluate the task of PRI, we use
the provided labels corresponding to the annotation layer (i),
i.e., bully, victim, bystander-assistant, bystander-defender.

Experimental Methodology
Our experimental setup illustrates four aspects: (1) the per-
formance of the different models and learning frameworks
on the task of OHD on conversational data, (2) the qualita-
tive evaluation section in which we use explainability meth-
ods to observe model limitations, (3) the performance of the
best OHD classifier on the task of PRI, and (4) the error
analysis of PRI predictions to assess the reliability of the
proposed scoring function.

To evaluate the task of OHD, training sets are composed
of messages extracted from the aforementioned datasets, i.e.
2,921 entries in French and 2,074 in Italian. Concerning pre-

3https://dhsite.fbk.eu/2018/09/
whatsapp-dataset-on-cyberbullying/

processing, all the messages are lower-cased and tokenized.
In turn, they are respectively truncated/padded to a length
of 100 in both languages. Then, they are encoded using the
pre-trained model required according to the learning setting.
Next, generated sentence vector-based features are used to
fine-tune the given pre-trained model to perform OHD ac-
cording to the used binary scheme. Here, we reproduce the
same setting used to perform the task of OHD on Italian
introduced in Nozza, Bianchi, and Attanasio (2022). Mod-
els are trained for 5 epochs and evaluated every 50 steps,
and we select the best checkpoint considering the validation
loss. For each dataset, the train consists of 70% of strati-
fied sampling (2336 messages in French and 1451 in Ital-
ian) and both the validation and the testing sets represent
15% of the remaining, i.e., 293 messages for both sets in
French and 311 messages in Italian. To fine-tune the pre-
trained models, we run different experimental frameworks:
(1) mono-lingual (MONO), in which we fine-tune mono-
lingual pre-trained models on the source language and test
on the same language; (2) zero-shot, cross-lingual (ZERO),
on which we fine-tune the best MONO model on each lan-
guage and test on the unseen language; (3) few-shot, cross-
lingual (FEW), in which we fine-tune mono-lingual models
either on French or Italian and add 20% of the training set
of the test language, then testing on the test language ac-
cordingly; (4) augmented cross-lingual (AUG), in which we
fine-tune multi-lingual models using both languages and test
on each separately.

Concerning the task of PRI, we have computed the
Role scoring function on each conversation extracted from
the datasets, namely, 19 chats in French and 10 in Italian.
The best OHD fine-tuned model trained is used in this eval-
uation to generate predictions of the bully and the victim
over conversations.

Results
OHD Results
Table 2 presents the results obtained on the task of OHD
using different pre-trained models and learning frameworks
on both the French and the Italian datasets. For both lan-
guages, the best performances are observed using the MONO
and AUG settings. In detail, the AUG setting combined with
mBERT and the MONO setting combined with ITA-Base

https://dhsite.fbk.eu/2018/09/whatsapp-dataset-on-cyberbullying/
https://dhsite.fbk.eu/2018/09/whatsapp-dataset-on-cyberbullying/


Setting
CamemBERT ITA-Base DeHateBert XLM-Base mBERT
F1-h F1-nh F1 F1-h F1-nh F1 F1-h F1-nh F1 F1-h F1-nh F1 F1-h F1-nh F1

FR

MONO 0.76 0.85 0.82 - - - 0.78 0.85 0.81 - - - - - -
ZERO - - - 0.14 0.77 0.45 0.65 0.75 0.70 - - - - - -
FEW - - - 0.57 0.77 0.67 0.69 0.81 0.75 - - - - - -
AUG - - - - - - - - - 0.76 0.65 0.71 0.85 0.90 0.88

IT

MONO - - - 0.79 0.94 0.86 0.67 0.91 0.79 - - - - - -
ZERO 0.21 0.80 0.50 - - - 0.46 0.82 0.64 - - - - - -
FEW 0.48 0.87 0.67 - - - 0.33 0.86 0.60 - - - - - -
AUG - - - - - - - - - 0.64 0.90 0.77 0.73 0.92 0.82

Table 2: Results obtained on the OHD task considering different learning settings. We report F1 score the for hateful and non-
hateful cases, and the macro-averaged F1 score.

are the first-ranked models, respectively in French and Ital-
ian. Overall, detecting the presence of OH performs better
than identifying non-hateful comments, except with the AUG
setting combined with XML-base in French. On average,
the difference between the two classes is 8 points in French
and 21 in Italian considering the two first-ranked models
for each language. For both languages, the poorest perfor-
mances are observed using the ZERO setting combined with
ITA-Base and CamemBERT, respectively in French and
Italian. For both languages, results obtained on the hateful
class are improved using the ZERO setting combined with
DeHateBert, especially in French. Such a finding sug-
gests that either using data from social media or related
to the task of OHD can be considered in the case of low-
resource settings. However, it has to be evaluated empiri-
cally considering the targeted language; the gap between the
F1-h scores of the two monolingual pre-trained models on
both languages suggests that transferring knowledge from
some languages to others can be confusing regarding the
conceptualisation of meaning, idioms, and language struc-
tures, to name a few. Moreover, adding samples of the tar-
get resources to fine-tune models (the FEW setting) improves
performances whatever the source of the data used for the
original training.

Considering the first-ranked models, post-hoc explanation
of the predictions exhibits two main issues: 1) the lack of
diversity in hateful and non-hateful content in training and
2) the lack of high-level semantic and pragmatic knowledge
in data representation. In both languages, most non-hateful
content misclassification includes slur terms and taboo ex-
pressions not used in a pejorative way such as merde (lit-
erally shit), putain (fuck) or tesoro un corno (sweetheart
my ass). As introduced in Technau (2018), there are dif-
ferent modes of use of slurs including hate speech (cen-
tral use), other pejorative uses (mobbing, insulting), parasitic
uses (banter, appropriation, comedy, youth language), neu-
tral mentioning (academics, PC), and unaware uses. Jump-
ing from one mode to another is particularly frequent in so-
cial interactions. As a part of cyber aggression situations,
hate speech can be identified as the most central, albeit
not the most frequent, mode of use. In the datasets, slur
terms/taboo expressions are frequently exchanged among
friends, e.g. between bullies and their bystanders. Con-

versely, most hateful content misclassification is due to the
absence of slurs/taboo expressions; La differenza tra @user
e martedi ? Il martedı̀ è grasso una sola volta all’anno (EN:
The difference between @user and Tuesday? Tuesday is only
Fat Tuesday once a year), to go beyond the literal meaning
it requires commonsense knowledge (the festival martedı́
grasso) and the bullying topical-focus (obesity). Hate can
be conveyed in an insidious way using various victimisa-
tion strategies relying on verbal abuse (Hee et al., 2018; Ol-
lagnier et al., 2022). Among them, denigration (harsh
remarks that are meant to make the person feel bad about
themselves) and aggression-other (content contain-
ing various types of abusive, derogatory language or in-
sults deliberately harmful), respectively represent 12.6%
and 11.5% of prediction mistakes. In Italian, 63.3% and
55.5% of messages identified as Curse or Exclusion
(expressions of a wish that some form of adversity or mis-
fortune) and Threat or Blackmail (expressions con-
taining physical or psychological threats or indications of
blackmail) are misclassified. Concerning the ZERO and FEW
learning settings, the main limitations are related to lan-
guage and/or cultural specificities which are not transfer-
able between languages. Specific concepts/meanings can be
expressed using words/expressions which do not have an
equivalence in the source language, e.g. tapette/pédale to
refer to homosexuals in French. Frequent mistakes are also
observed when models have to deal with common (taboo)
language-specific expressions, e.g. cazzo or merde respec-
tively meaning shit in Italian and French. We have also
observed different connotations between words/expressions
according to the language leading to misclassification, e.g.
finocchietto means literally fennel but having a pejorative
connotation in Italian but not in French. Figure 1 presents
examples of predictions with SHAP illustrating the afore-
mentioned findings.

PRI Results
This evaluation was conducted using the AUG setting com-
bined with mBERT which is the learning framework reach-
ing the best balance considering all evaluation metrics on
both languages. Table 3 presents the performances obtained
by our pipeline against the baseline introduced in Ollagnier
et al. (2023) on the task of PRI for the roles of bully



 merde parle a lucas avant de hurler sur silvia

t'es vmt qu'une merde

lol ecrit francais et tu viendra me parler cultu...

t une salope et t homophobe ?

bougnoule !!

encore des melon !

P(hate) / True Class

0.726 / 0

0.981 / 1

0.288 / 1

0.268 / 1

0.281 / 1

0.330 / 1

M

F
E

W

O
N
O

(a) Samples in French

ista volta sei stato sfigato !

sfigato inutile

poi me lo immagino con i leggins

@user e uno sfigato frocio

terrone

che finocchieto !

P(hate) / True Class

0.753 / 0

0.824 / 1

0.321 / 1

0.268 / 1

0.149 / 1

0.326 / 1

M

F
E

W

O
N
O

(b) Samples in Italian

Figure 1: Examples of predictions with SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 2017) contributions on a color scale; color scale: darker red
(blue) show higher (lower) contribution to the prediction. Translation available in the appendix.

Setting
FR IT

F1-b F1-v F1-b F1-v
Baseline 0.272 0.0 0.333 0.0
Our pipeline 0.479 0.538 0.333 0.714

Table 3: Results obtained on the PRI task. We report F1
score for the roles of bully and victim.

and victim. As we can observe, our pipeline significantly
outperforms the baseline on most of the labels suggest-
ing that bullying traces are pertinent features to determine
participant roles of involvement in bullying. Moreover, our
pipeline proves its ability to deal with short and noisy texts
(6 tokens on average per message) which is beneficial con-
sidering the nature of social media data, especially in multi-
party chats. In detail, the detection of victim performs bet-
ter than bully, especially in Italian. This gap between the
two languages is due to the presence in the French dataset
of the role of conciliator, i.e., a friend of both the
bully and the victimmediating the disagreement among
active participants. For this role, we observe few occur-
rences of OH considering the whole French conversations,
namely 0.013%; the percentage for the victims is 0.048%
which suggests similarities in their behavioural practices in
facing bullying. For the Italian dataset, reported misclassi-
fications for victims and bullies are between victims and
bystander-assistants and victim and bystander-defenders, re-
spectively representing 100% and 85.7% of the model’s
mistakes. Concerning the French dataset, misclassifications
are observed between bullies and bystander-assistants (75%)
and between victims and conciliators (72.7%). Observations
on the datasets have shown different aggressive tendencies
and variations in bullying engagements suggesting that the
bullying behavioural cues need to be nuanced to establish
contrasts between aggressive behaviours, i.e., the types of
aggression and verbal abuse as suggested in Ollagnier et al.
(2022) and Sprugnoli et al. (2018). Considering the derived
behavioural cues, they contribute to understanding the con-
struction of aggressive behaviours regarding the role of in-

volvement in bullying; for instance, bullies have a ratio of
repetition and intention to harm of 0.084 and 0.566 on aver-
age against 0.025 and 0.376 for victims in Italian.

Conclusion and Future directions
This paper presents a pipeline aiming at identifying bullies
and victims in chats. Consisting of two tasks (OHD and
PRI), the proposed pipeline outperforms the existing base-
line considering all the datasets and roles to predict.

Despite these promising results, training and testing are
carried out on data “mimicking” cyber aggression situations
occurring in chats. Whilst role-play data argue to be similar
to naturalistic interactions, they can include biased data (e.g.
personal student interactions not related to the scenario or
extrapolated aggressive behaviours). The proposed pipeline
should be tested in real-world settings to ensure its relia-
bility. In this study, we have focused on identifying bullies
and victims. However, other social roles can be involved and
play a key role in bullying episodes such as bystanders and
conciliators. All the roles should be considered to fully grasp
engagement in bullying of each participant and thus better
capture the construction of aggressive behaviours. Techni-
cally, we only consider one exchanged message in a row.
However, due to the semi-asynchronous and “entangled” na-
ture of the contributions by chat participants, the narrative
chain can be held over several messages. Consider strategies
aiming at reorganising the structure of events that unfold in
the narrative should be investigated to validate the consis-
tency of the obtained performances.

In future work, we plan to address the two latest limi-
tations. We aim to leverage a more nuanced description of
the type of OH in order to identify more participant roles
and thus derive richer behavioural cues. Moreover, we in-
tend to integrate contextual windows (aggregating multiple
messages authored by the same participant) and pragmatic
annotation to help in reorganising the narrative chaining.
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Examples Translation
We provide as literal as possible translations.
• FR: merde parle a lucas avant de hurler sur silvia
• EN: shit talk to lucas before yelling at silvia

• FR: t’es vmt qu’une merde
• EN: you’re such a piece of shit

• FR: lol ecrit francais et tu viendra me parler culture ...
• EN: lol written French and you will come and talk to me

about culture ...

• FR: t une salope et t homophobe ?
• EN: you’re a slut and you’re homophobic ?

• FR: bougnoule !!
• EN: rag-head !!

• FR: encore des melon !
• EN: again rag-head!, here melon means literally water-

melon but refers to Middle-Eastern person in this context.

• IT: ista volta sei stato sfigato !
• EN: what a bad luck !

• IT: sfigato inutile
• EN: useless loser

• IT: poi me lo immagino con i leggings
• EN: Then I imagine him wearing leggings

• IT: @user e uno sfigato frocio
• EN: @user is a loser

• IT: terrone
• EN: redneck. literally, it means Southerner.

• IT: che finocchieto !
• EN: what a faggot !, here finocchieto means literally fen-

nel but refers to homosexual person in this context.
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